H UMAN D ESIGN W ith P aje
Welcome to Human Design Readings with Paje Pokjowy of
Honor | beauty, inside & out.
Thank you for your curiosity and openness in learning more
about your unique blueprint, and the qualities that make you,
YOU!
The following information will help give insight into both your
conscious and subconscious sides. HD (human design) will
help give you a profound understanding of your psychology
and provide strategies and techniques on decision making to
lead your life with more ease and fulfillment. HD can help
enrich your romantic relationships, friendships, workplace
dynamic, and most importantly, promote a loving and
accepting relationship with yourself! Stop living your life based
on who you think you should be and dive into a life that was
created for YOU!
Let’s get started, shall we?

HD Foundation Chart
Below is my Human Design Chart. By showing you my unique blueprint, I hope to spark a desire within you to
receive your own chart and dive deep into your HD Experiment. Living your experiment and unlearning all the
conditioning you’ve accumulated over your lifetime means living your design for 7 years. That sounds wild
right?! I’m almost 3 years into my experiment and I am STILL learning things about myself and becoming so
enlightened with every passing day. HD has changed my life for the better, and with every year that I live in my
experiment, I unlearn the parts of me who aren’t actually me. I become more confident, successful in both
relationship and career, and have so much more grace for the people who surround me. I know it looks
confusing at first glance, but this reading will help introduce you to the core factors that will allow you to better
understand the conscious and subconscious sides of who we truly are.
The RED side including the red channels (lines) on your graph itself signify your unconscious aka your Body’s
Design. These are your characteristics, and parts of you that are with you before you are born. These qualities,
strengths/weaknesses are not learned or acquired as you move through life. This is your bio-genetic inheritance.
Others can easily see these characteristics in you better than you can see them yourself due to the fact that
you are not consciously aware of them.
The BLACK side including the black channels on your graph itself signify your consciousness aka your
Personality. This side of your chart is calculated by your exact birth date, time and location. These are
characteristics that you are aware of and identify with (who you think you are). Because you are consciously
aware of these traits, you often identify solely with this side of the chart, but when the two sides are read as a
whole – it is then that your eyes are open to your true, unique human design!
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Your Design Explained
Type: There are 4 types (with a 5th hybrid) in Human Design. They are: Manifestor (8% of the population), Generator
(37% of the pop.), Manifesting Generator (33% of the pop.), Projector (21% of the pop.), and Reflector (1% of the
pop.). Your Human Design Type is usually the first part of HD you’ll learn in this new life experiment. Your Type is
determined by the centres in your chart that are defined (coloured in). Knowing your Type, and the Type of others,
will allow you to see your true colours and the natural state of being of others. It will allow you to have grace and
patience when interacting with others.
Paje’s Type – Projector: Projectors are the guides, leaders, teachers and consultants of the world. They are meant to
help guide others and create a sense of ease for others in their journey. Projectors are meant to wait for the
invitation. They are not meant to initiate, invite, or give advice or opinions unless the other person recognizes them
and invites them to share their wisdom. Projectors have no defined life-force energy centres and are not meant to
be the worker bee’s in the world. They are not built for the typical 9-5 job and may crash and burn if they find
themselves in that kind of work environment. It’s important for Projectors to recognize the importance of rest and
taking time to step back from exerting too much energy.
Sometimes, if a Projector surrounds themselves with energy types (Generator/manifesting Generator) they will feel
like they have an enormous amount of energy and can accomplish anything. If you are not aware of your Type
you will believe this energy is your own, but in reality, it’s the energy that you’ve absorbed from the people around
you.
The need to feel recognized is so important for Projectors and they feel a sense of purpose and empowerment
when their gifts and talents are seen by others.
If a Projector pushes their views, ideas, or opinions onto others without being invited to do so, they will come across
as needy, pushy, a “know it all”, or overbearing to the other person. This may not be your intention, but because
the aura of the Projector focusses so intensely on 1 person vs a group of people, that 1 person will feel
overwhelmed or turned off by your energy because they did not ask for you to “see” them.
Profile: There are 12 Profiles in Human Design. Each Profile has a combination of two of the following Archetypes:
Investigator, Hermit, Martyr, Opportunist, Heretic, Role Model. The Mind (who you are on a conscious level) and
Body (who you are on a subconscious level before you are born) sides of your profile work together to create a
unique combination of energies that dictate how you approach your life’s journey.
Paje’s Profile is – 5/1 The Heretic Investigator
Line 1 is the Investigator. You are very curious by nature, and you often need a solid foundation of information to
feel safe/secure and confident in your pursuits. Before making any swift changes, you must investigate and learn as
much as possible. The 1st line in your profile helps you to share information with others. You might become the “goto” person who others trust for insight and advice. Sometimes, if you don’t know enough about a certain subject or
situation you can feel nervous or as though others will see you as a fake. This can lead you to being overprepared
in most of your life situations to avoid those feelings. In your highest power you are an extremely knowledgeable
and wise person. In your lowest power you are terrified of the unknown and can miss life experiences because you
are too busy questioning them.
Line 5 is the Heretic. Your life has a destined quality. Your life path is all about helping others. You are meant to help
others heal and align their energy. You tend to appear as a projection of the consciousness of others and show
them what they need to work on (sometimes people are not ready or willing to see this). The term Heretic means a
person holding an opinion at odds with what is generally accepted. If we look at the 5th line in HD, this term means
that sometimes your beliefs, opinions, teachings, etc. go against what people may consider the norm, and for that
your reputation can suffer. Even though you go against the grain in the eyes of the people who don’t believe your
wisdom, it’s important for you to continue helping others and showing them the paths they can take to heal and
live a life filled with love and positive energy. The key though, is that you do not push these things onto others unless
you receive the invitation to do so. You have a tremendous amount of power to influence others and inspire or
seduce. You naturally seek the highest expression of love in everything you do and are meant to teach others how
to do the same.

Your Design Explained
Strategy: Applying your strategy to your life will immediately eliminate resistance. This is a simple
“tip” that will help you achieve fulfillment in your design and avoid unnecessary frustration and/or
stress in all aspects of your life that require decision making. Your strategy is the way your Type can
maximize the way you attract opportunities and synchronicities.
The Strategy for a Projector (Paje’s Type) is to wait for the invitation. Failing to wait and acting on
something or reacting to someone before you are recognized and invited will result in feelings of
bitterness. When you are feeling bitter, it is the best indicator to remind you that you are not living
your true design. This is known as your “not self.”
Authority: Your Authority is also known as your decision-making tool. This is the part of HD that shows
you the best approach to making designs depending on your Type. When following your Strategy
and Authority, it is then that you will truly see the benefits of living your design!
There are 6 kinds of Authority: Emotional, Sacral, Spleen, Heart, Self, and Outer.
Paje has Splenic (spleen) Authority. Splenic Authority allows instant decision making. People with
Splenic Authority know right away if something is good or bad for them. The Spleen does not need
to “sleep on it”, or “get back to you tomorrow”. It just knows. It does not repeat itself when it
whispers “no” and can often be confused with thoughts coming from the mind. People with
Splenic Authority must learn to make decisions from their spleen and not from their mind (sounds
terrifying right?). This is in fact the only way, and the best way to make decisions throughout life. If
you find yourself hesitating or debating with yourself, you have disappeared back into the mind.
Aura Types:
Each HD Type has their own aura type. They are: Closed and repelling for the Manifestor. Open
and enveloping for the Generator (including Manifesting Generator). Focussed and absorbing for
the Projector. And resistant and sampling for the Reflector. How you function in the world is based
upon this one essential quality that you cannot control, and that is, the way your Aura operates.
Paje’s aura type is focussed and absorbing. This means that Projectors focus in on an individual vs a
group of people. They are very good with working one on one for this reason. They absorb the
other person’s aura and can truly see the other and be seen by those who recognize their gifts and
talents. According to The Jovian Archive, “A Projector’s Aura is the only one that penetrates into
the core of the other, and in this way regularly exposes itself to the deepest kind of conditioning.
Within this functioning lies the source of our Projector gift - to recognize how energy should be
applied.”
Incarnation Cross:
I like to define the Incarnation Cross to clients as your ultimate life purpose on Earth. Discovering my
Incarnation Cross was life changing and extremely inspiring. Even though many HD specialists don’t
touch on this part in their foundational readings, I find it to be one of my favourite areas to dissect
for clients! There are 768 Incarnation Cross variations in HD, all derived from a combination of the
themes of our Sun and Earth positions. Regardless of when you are finally ready to live out your life’s
purpose, your cross will always be the theme of your life, no matter what path you choose. It's not
an inevitable fate - you can choose to NOT live that path. But most of the time we can't help but
express our Cross, because it's what comes naturally to us. Right Angle Cross designs live a life for
themselves (personal life theme). Left Angle Cross designs live a life for others (transpersonal life
theme). Juxtaposition Cross designs are very rare and have a fixed fate.

Your Design Explained
Undefined Centres: In my Body Graph (photo on page 1), you will see my body’s Centres. There are
9 in total as we are 9 centred beings. Each centre is responsible for specific areas in both our mind
and body – this part of Human Design comes from the Chakra System. You’ll see that some of the
centres in the chart are blank/without colour, those are our undefined Centres. When a centre in
undefined, it means that we are more likely to be subconsciously influenced by another being who
has that particular centre defined (this isn’t bad or good, it just “is”. They are also known as
conditioning receptors. These open centres impact your minds decision making process and
creates what the Human Design System calls the “Not-Self”.
Defined Centres: The centres in your graph that are defined and coloured in, are the parts of
yourself that you are sure of and not easily conditioned or persuaded by outside sources. You may
also influence others around you with your defined centres, if theirs are undefined.
Paje’s defined centres are as follows:
Mind or Anja – Your mind is a human computer, forever comparing, reviewing and researching.
You are a great trouble-shooter and consultant. You may look for problems even if they don’t exist
or tend to nitpick. You might also tend to worry due to the fact that your mind is always turned on
and working. Meditation is key for your health and overall wellbeing and happiness.
Throat – You have a gift when it comes to putting your thoughts into words and communicating
with others. This is where your dreams seek reality, and the centre where everything can happen.
Being true to yourself will ensure overall health. Don’t be afraid to speak your truth!
Spleen – This is where your intuition lives. You make a wonderful healer, protector, guide, and your
presence lights up the room. You are able to pay attention to your senses more than someone with
an open Splenic centre. Because of this quiet strength, you are capable of sensing if a situation is
good or bad, just from an inner knowing that can be difficult to describe to others. This centre is
also linked to having a very strong immune system, helping you battle any type of illness, or better
yet, barely falling ill at all.
Root – You are able to handle, withstand, and create extraordinary pressure that calls you and
others to perform. You have an intense drive from within, almost a compulsion to act. You are one
of the few who could survive living in the eye of the hurricane. You can find stillness in the storm,
amid the madness. You’re gifted in finding balance from within and you are able to teach others
how to harness this gift or influence them towards a similar goal if their centre is undefined.

(on the next page, an infographic of the 9 centres is provided)

Your Design Explained

Defined Channels: On my body graph located on page 1, you will see a series of numbers (gates).
These gates are connected by lines (channels). Some are filled in with black, some with red, some
with both, and others not at all. Your defined channels are those where both gates are connected
by either your mind (black lines), body (red lines) or both (red and black). Gates represent
individual attributes, predispositions, and attitudes you’ll carry throughout life. The 64 gates are
inspired by the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching (an ancient Chinese divination tool dating back to 10th
century BC), which I am also studying to better understand Human Design.
Paje’s Defined Channels are as follows:
23-43 Structuring – You’re capable of changing the way the world thinks and sees things. You paint
the bigger picture for others who cannot see it themselves. This gift allows you to bring structuring to
others and helps them with a new perspective. The insight you bring to the table blows others out
of the water, provoking all kinds of reactions due to the fact that you can see things light-years
ahead of most people. When your insight is accepted, you are seen as a genius and celebrated.
When it is not, you are seen as a “freak” and it will be very difficult to sway them any other way.
28-38 Struggle – You’re a champion of individuality, standing up for what you believe to be right,
regardless of the odds or rules against you. Life can seem like an eternal struggle for you at times as
you rally against the world and its unfairness. You’re a rebel with a cause (the cause being the
empowerment of the individual). When someone tells you “it can’t be done”, you simply reply with
“watch me”.

Your Design Explained
Determination:
Determination is said to be linked to the correct way you should intake food or what will help your
body digest and feel its best. It’s your dietary regimen. It does not tell you what specific foods to
eat, or how much/little. It is not meant for weight loss/gain.
The types of Determination are: Direct, High, Calm, Hot, Cold, Open, Consecutive, Indirect, Low,
Nervous, Closed and Alternating.
Paje’s Determination is Calm: People with Calm Determination should eat with calm people, in a
quiet environment. It is important that they do not feel nervous, stressed or anxious while eating.
Eating alone is also helpful for digestion. Avoiding discussions with others while eating is
recommended.
Environment:
Your environment is the ideal space that helps you feel most at ease based on your HD. This could
be interpreted as the city/area in which you live, your street, your home/interior, office, etc.
The types of Environment are: Cave, Market, Kitchen, Mountain, Valley, and Shore.
Paje’s Environment is (internal) Market: This means being choosy with who and what is let into the
environment in which you occupy. People with this environment in their chart are the gatekeepers
of their market and must choose the right type of people they exchange goods, services, energy,
and information with. You enjoy congregating, sharing, and exchanging with others, but it’s
important that it’s with the right people who share your views and respect you.
Motivation: This is the theme that you feel motivated by in life. The theme that drives you.
There are six themes of motivation: Guilt, Hope, Fear, Desire, Need, and Innocence.
Paje’s Motivation is Desire: People with the motivation of desire are here to lead. They are here to
acquire information and tools within their desired field of passion and lead others with their
knowledge. They must study, gain the knowledge that is required to become a trusted leader and
then live their truth and follow their design in order to become the leaders they are meant to be. It
is they who will help shape the world into a better place for humanity.

Living Your Design
Now that you have a basic understanding of Human Design (and know me on a more personal level), it is
recommended to live your design for 1-2 years in order to see a shift. Most HD professionals will suggest
staying in your experiment for 7 years in order to unlearn what you think you know about who you truly are.
What you must do after receiving your report may seem simple in writing, but it is actually challenging and
takes a lot of patience and grace to fully accept. You must walk the walk.
Most of us have been conditioned by our family, society and the communities we were raised in to act a
certain way. Sometimes what our families consider to be normal or accepted behaviour, isn’t what is best or
healthiest for our own HD (ex: A Projector child growing up in a Generator household).
If you have any questions, or require more insight before requesting your reading, feel free to send a
message my way and I’d be more than happy to help!
Another useful step to take is creating a free chart for your partner and/or child(ren) to see how your ideals
and expectations mesh with theirs.
Below are the websites I refer to often, and gain important information from while studying HD. They are also
sites that you can visit to receive your FREE Human Design Chart. Your free chart will not explain each section
in depth but will inform you on the basic elements of your design. For example: 5/1 Projector with Splenic
Authority.
There are plenty of sites that will help you unpack the different areas of your chart, but it takes hours
(weeks/months/years) of studying to truly understand your design in a way that makes sense and will help
you live your design. This is why it is recommended to receive a chart reading from someone well versed in
Human Design, and who is also living their experiment. If that sounds like something you are interested in,
please send a message my way. I’d love to help you by gathering the most important information and insight
about your design in a way that will excite you and encourage you to start living your design!
www.jovianarchive.com
www.mybodygraph.com
www.geneticmatrix.com

Books:
Human Design | Discover the person you were born to be - By Chetan Parkyn
Understanding Human Design | The New Science of Astrology - By Karen Curry
Paje Honor | 5/1 Projector with Splenic Authority
Website: www.honor-beauty.com
IG: @pajehonor or @honor_beauty

Thanks again for trusting me to dive in and explore your human design with you!
I would love to hear any feedback you may have, as well as a testimonial about how your reading
has impacted your life and the decisions you’ll be making from this point forward!
Talk soon,
Paje

